
 

 

DCAP Ltd is hiring: 

Research & Investment Management 
Web3 / Digital Assets 

Position: 
 

Junior / Entry Level Position 
We are open to working students 

Type: Full-Time or Part-Time (workload must be at least 60%) 

Company: DCAP Ltd. 

Location: Löwenstrasse 29, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland 

Working from 
Home 

We typically work from the office but may allow one home 
office day per week upon agreement and depending on the 
schedule of meetings. 

 
 
About us: 

DCAP is a Web3 Asset Manager headquartered in Switzerland, licensed as a Portfolio Manager by 
FINMA. We enable investors to seize the wide range of investment opportunities presented by Web3. 
Our team comprises a diverse group of seasoned investment professionals, native Web3 experts, 
engineers, and economists. At DCAP, we have a sharpened focus on the Web3 megatrend and its 
potential impact on various asset classes, sectors, and companies. We take a comprehensive 
approach to identifying and analyzing Web3 investment opportunities, incorporating a structured, 
research-driven, top-down, and bottom-up investment process. 

Our Web3 Multi-Strategy Fund is an evergreen, thematic, long-biased fund structured under 
Cayman Islands law. The Fund utilizes a research-driven top-down and bottom-up approach to 
invest in a broad spectrum of public companies, digital assets, and third-party strategies across 
the value chain offered by the Web3 revolution. In the coming months, we will launch additional 
products to complement our Multi-Strategy Fund. 

Visit dcap.ch to learn more about our company and dcap.ch/funds for further information regarding 
our products. 

 

Job description: 

DCAP's Research & Investment Management Team seeks a Web3 / Digital Assets expert to join our 
dynamic team based in Zurich. 

The successful candidate will: 

• Support the research team to research and track Web3, blockchain, and FinTech 
developments in areas such as layer 1 blockchains, scaling solutions, DeFi, metaverse, and 
Web3 gaming. The successful candidate will deeply analyze relevant projects/companies 
from a strategy-, technology-, and risk perspective to gain valuable insights for our 
investment solutions and drive our internal investment decisions. 

• Identify and assess Web3 trends and trend waves on an ongoing basis. Identify emerging 
trends early on, monitor and evaluate trends as they develop, and identify promising assets 
that are well-positioned to profit from a trend wave. 



 

• Support the investment management team to maintain and develop reports, systems, and 
processes in the area of portfolio and risk management. 

• Research and cover 3rd party strategies (external fund managers) and listed equities from a 
Web3 as well as fundamental perspective. 

• Support our CEO and team leads in administrative and organizational tasks, such as fund 
administration and interactions with service providers in relation to the management of our 
investment solutions. 

This position is a match if you have solid knowledge regarding blockchain / Web3 and want to 
deepen/extend this knowledge. At DCAP, you will be able to work with a first-class team with diverse 
backgrounds, from traditional finance to digital assets, covering the Web3 ecosystem across 
various asset classes, such as listed equities, digital assets, and third-party strategies. Depending 
on your interests and skills, you will be able to deepen and extend both your technological 
understanding of Web3 / blockchain as well as gain insights into financial analysis, portfolio 
management, and investment strategies, including understanding market trends and risk 
assessments. 

 

Requirements 

- Strong team player, interest, and willingness to work in a start-up. Entrepreneurial mindset 
and team spirit, a ‘Doer’ mentality, and intellectually curious with excellent attention to 
detail 

- Solid knowledge of digital assets, blockchain infrastructures, and related use cases 
- Good understanding of the blockchain tech stack and ecosystem of at least one leading 

layer 1 blockchain (e.g., Ethereum, Solana, Polygon, etc.). Additional knowledge of other public 
blockchain architectures is a plus 

- Knowledge and interest in current and emerging blockchain use cases, e.g., DeFi, DAOs, 
metaverse, Web3 gaming, the Web3 ecosystem overall, and other emerging use cases 

- Basic knowledge of financial products. Familiarity with investment management 
principles/practices and the ability to analyze financial data and market trends is a plus 

- Fluent in English as our working language is primarily English 
- Work permit for Switzerland and willingness to work in our Zurich office regularly with 

flexibility for remote work upon agreement 
- A relevant degree such as a bachelor's/master’s degree in computer science, finance, 

business and economics, or a related field is a plus. We also accept working students who 
are still studying 

 

How to apply: 

- If you are passionate about Web3 and digital assets and believe you have the skills and 
experience to excel in this role, please submit your application, including (i) your CV and 
(ii) a cover letter explaining why your skillset and background fit this role, to 
recruiting@dcap.ch 

- Important: When applying, mention the keyword "DCAP WEB3-RESEARCH-
INVESTMENTMANAGEMENT" to show you have read the job post completely. This is to avoid 
spam applicants. 


